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Particles made by coating an insulating core with a thin layer (shell) of conducting materials, called core-shell particles, are recently proposed to realize materials with particular nano-scale structures. Such structures work as a “porous media” of electric current, and its modified characteristics may be useful to improve some materials, for example the transparent conducting films.

In this report, the basic feasibility of this idea is tested in the framework of the percolation model and the random register network model. The observed critical behavior and critical exponents of conductivity are also discussed, for the first time for 2D situations with core-shell particles.
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1. Introduction

The percolation model is a simple and powerful theoretical tool which plays an important role in explaining various physical phenomena related to properties of disordered systems. In this report we mainly consider the site-percolation model, in which the characteristics of the sites exhibit a quenched randomness: usually, sites are randomly occupied at probability \( p \). At a critical threshold \( p_c \) of the site occupation probability, a phase transition regarding interconnectivity occurs from an unpercolating phase to a percolating phase, where at least one passages through occupied sites are available between almost all pairs of occupied sites. The behavior of the criticality shows a strong “universality” (independence from the type of the lattice except for the dimensionalities). The strength of such percolation models comes from their abstractive nature: the detailed characteristics of the passage like width and length is completely omitted from the model.

However, these characteristics should be reintroduced to the model when percolation models are considered on a realistic material. That is, the electric conductance of percolation cluster is dependent not only on the existence of the large cluster, but also on the “width” and “length” of the passage of the electric current defined in the percolating cluster. Introducing of such a physical detail is useful in analyses of some applications where conducting materials must simultaneously satisfy special characteristics other than the electronic conductance, because such materials tend to be less abundant. A good example of such a special characteristics is the optical transparency; Transparent conducting films are materials of great technological importance because they are necessary in making flat panel displays or solar cells. Regarding sustainable production of such films with required level of conductance, deposition methods based on nanoscale particles have been a focus of intense interest. Such a particle based film production is strongly relevant to the 2D percolation model investigated in this report, where a systematic optimization of the “width” is considered.

In a previous work, we proposed and examined a new type of 2D site-percolation model where two different sizes of particles, i.e., particles A and B, are present on a square lattice. In the model, the smaller particle (particle A) can occupy one site of the lattice just as in the ordinary model, whereas the larger particle (particle B) can occupy multiple sites. Lattice sites are occupied, either by particle A or by a part of particle B, with overall probability \( p \), that is the sum of site occupation probabilities of particles A and B, denoted respectively as \( p_A \) and \( p_B \):

\[
p = p_A + p_B.
\]

Despite the clear difference from the standard model where the particle size is uniform, in our previous work where \( p_A = p_B \) is assumed (this model is called “binary distribution model” in this paper), the conductance of the system did not exhibit a large deviation from that of the standard percolation model. When \( p_A \) is not equal to \( p_B \), stronger dependence of \( p \) on the particle size distribution is reported to be possible and the conductance may be affected as well.

In this paper, we further extended the standard percolation model to deal with the particles with core-shell structure. The core-shell particles are comprised of the surface made of a highly conducting (and perhaps expensive) materials and the core made of a less conducting (and perhaps more affordable) materials. The core material can be completely insulating, if the material suffices other important characteristics like transparency. The core-shell structure is attracting strong interest because it is a simple and promising approach to design a material with required characteristics while saving resources. However, the absolute level of conductance must be carefully discussed because the conducting “clusters” affected by the shell might not have enough “width”. The electric conductance of such system is interesting also in theoretical respect because it may have a different exponent from normal percolation transition. The following is, to the authors’ best knowledge, the first report on the electric conductance on a model of 2D granular materials including core shell particles.

2. Method

The electric conductance of percolating cluster formed on a 2D square lattice was calculated considering a 2D...
random resistor network on a square lattice where the value of resistance is \( K \) between two conducting sites, and 0 elsewhere. All lattice sites are either conducting or insulating. The conducting sites are placed at either of the surface of randomly placed core-shell particles introduced in Fig. 1 or randomly placed particles with normal sizes. The insulating sites are placed at anywhere conducting sites are not placed (see Fig. 2). As in “binary distribution model”, the density of all conducting sites is denoted as \( p \). However, in the core-shell model, it is convenient to define the volume fraction of all particles with any type of conductance, \( q \). Note that the volumes of the insulating cores are included to \( q \), but insulating sites outside the shells are not (instead, they are regarded as normal size insulator particles). For example, by comparing the result of a core-shell model (\( q = 0.5 \)) and binary model (\( p = 0.5 \)), we can quantify the effect of the insulating core in a direct manner. To enable such a comparison, all core-shell calculations were carried out in a condition that the normal particles and core-shell particles occupy the same number of lattice sites (corresponding to \( p_A = p_b \) in “binary distribution model”). In Fig. 2, a typical particle configuration generated under \( q = 0.65 \), \( p = 0.5 \) is illustrated.

The largest connecting cluster of conducting sites that “bridge” the left and right edges of the lattice is calculated by a standard cluster algorithm. Then the Kirchhoff equations are solved on the resister network formed by the largest cluster of conducting sites by means of a simple relaxation method to calculate the total current flowing into the left edge of the system, while the voltage between the right and left edges of the system is kept constant. Since a 2D system is considered, the whole current between the edges can be regarded as the effective conductance of the system. If there is no bridging cluster, the conductance is obviously 0 and the correlation length \( \xi \) diverges as

\[
\xi \propto (p - p_c)^{-\nu},
\]

where \( \nu \) is a critical exponent, the value of which is independent of the details of the lattice. This divergence of \( \xi \) (or disappearance of the “special” length scale) is widely utilized in the analysis of critical phenomena, for example in real-space renormalization methods.\(^{15–17} \) Here, this is counter-intuitive because the diameter of the core-shell particle, \( R \), is clearly a special length in the system we consider. However, if the system size, \( L \), is large enough compared to \( R \), the first few renormalization (or coarse-graining) operations reduce the core-shell configuration to ordinary conducting sites. Thus, we can analyze the core-shell condition in the same framework of the ordinary percolation.

The conductivity, denoted by \( \sigma \), follows the relationship

\[
\sigma \propto (p - p_c)^\mu,
\]

where \( \mu \) is another exponent.

Considering the finite scaling hypothesis, such as

\[
\sigma(L, \xi) = \xi^{-\mu/\nu} S(L/\xi),
\]

where \( S() \) is an appropriate scaling function, we can derive that

\[
\sigma \propto L^{-\mu/\nu}
\]

for finite \( L \), in the close vicinity of the critical point (diverging \( \xi \)). When the conductivity is plotted against the system size in a double-log manner, the criticality of the system is manifested by a linear plot and its slope has the value of \(-\mu/\nu\).

The lattice sizes, \( L \), used in the simulations are 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 and 600 for calculation of critical exponent. Basically, the range of \( p = 0.580 \sim 0.628 \) is scanned as the value of \( p \), and the critical point is decided by the accordance of the result to eq. (5) (that is, the linearity of the plot). We used two designs of core-shell particles with the same shell thickness and different core size, as introduced in Fig. 1. The
condition A used $4 \times 4$ core-shell particle and condition B uses $5 \times 5$ core-shell particles, along with the normal $(1 \times 1)$ particles. As mentioned above, the number of the core-shell particles are controlled in such a way that 50% of $q$ comes from core-shell particles. The data for conditions without insulating core is cited from our previous work (to be published elsewhere). We are also interested in the general level of the conductance because it is unlikely in real applications to employ granular materials very close to the critical density. For this, bigger lattice sizes, such as $1000 \times 1000$ and $2000 \times 2000$ are also used with much larger $p$. Typically, $1000 \sim 8000$ randomly generated configurations are calculated, depending on the size of the lattice.

3. Results and Discussion

Our result in Fig. 3 shows that the effective conductance of our model exhibits roughly the same power-law behavior observed for the standard random network model, but with evidently different values of critical point. This difference can be attributed to the altered statistical nature of the network: unlike the case of conventional random register network, there is a clear short-range ($\sim R$) correlation in the spatial distribution of conducting sites due to the core-shell particles.

The following is, to the author’s best knowledge, the first report on the critical behavior of the “conductivity version” of the site percolation model involving the core-shell condition. The conductivity versus lattice size plot shows the best linearity at $p = 0.616$ for condition A and $p = 0.624$ for condition B. These values are clearly different from the critical point of the conductivity version of bond-percolation, $p = 0.500$, and slightly increased from that of the ordinary version of site-percolation ($p = 0.593$). The value of the critical exponent estimated by the slopes in Fig. 3 is roughly matched and slightly reduced than the value of critical exponents reported for “conductivity versions” of bond-percolation (0.975) for 2D.\(^{11}\) So this model is not in a contradiction to the universality class of ordinary bond-percolation.

The general (not close to the critical region) behavior of the effective conductance is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The conducting particles with core-shell structure are expected to be a kind of “bridge” in the random register network and enhance the overall conductance, although there may be a strong negative effect imposed by the core on the “width” of the bridge, too.

According to Fig. 4, the percolating films with core-shell particles (open legends) have greatly reduced conductance compared to the normal cases with the same particle size composition and $q$ (filled legends). This is a direct consequence of the introduction of the insulator core, and the larger reduction of conductance is observed for larger core with the same shell thickness. However, as shown in Fig. 5, the percolating films with core-shell particles have largely increased conductance per conducting sites (that is, for the same $p$). And this effect of increasing conductance per unit amount of conducting material becomes larger when the size
of the core is increased. It seems the introduction of core-shell particles into conducting film is effective for realizing much more efficient spatial configuration of conducting sites. Because core-shell particle impose a limit to the maximum possible density of the conducting site, the maximum conductance is limited in the films with core-shell particles (Fig. 5). In conclusion, the core-shell particles are effective way to improve conducting films in terms of saving conductor amount, unless maximum electric current required in the application is very large.

4. Conclusion

To aim for a better understanding of electric transport in thin film and an advanced design of conductive film with technologically crucial applications, a percolation model involving particles with core-shell design is, for the first time, investigated. The effects of core-shell particles are taken into account by regarding them as a special type of correlation in the quenched randomness in a random register network model. The conductance shows a power-law behavior just like the conventional random register models, however at increased critical points. The critical behavior of this new type of percolation phenomena is for the first time observed and roughly matched to the previous reports for similar model without core-shell particles.

Outside of the critical region, the conductivity per amount of conducting material ($\sigma_p$) exhibits a strong increase suggesting that the introduction of core-shell particles into granular conductor-insulator mixture is a feasible way to improve the spatial distribution of the conductor particles in the composite materials without increasing the cost. Although other methods to realize similar effects on the spatial structure of granular materials are already reported, it is noteworthy that employing core-shell design is one of the simplest methods to modulate such a microscopic structure of the target materials.
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